SEAL TRANSFORMER BUILT TO AS60076
COMPLIES WITH AS2374.1.2

RATED kVA: 1000
PH: 3
FREQ: 50 Hz
HV amperes: 26.24
LV amperes: 133
CONN SYMBOL: Dyn11
COOLING TYPE: ONAN
OIL VOL: L 1742
OIL TYPE: MINERAL

UNTANKING MASS: kg 1910
TOTAL MASS: kg 4840
PERMISSIBLE PRESS: min/max kPa (abs) 0/125

TAP SW POSN | TAPS CONN | HV NO LOAD volts | LV NO LOAD volts |
-------------|-----------|-----------------|-----------------|
1            | 5 – 6     | 24200           | 433             |
2            | 4 – 6     | 23650           |                 |
3            | 4 – 7     | 23100           |                 |
4            | 3 – 7     | 22550           |                 |
5            | 3 – 8     | 22000           |                 |
6            | 2 – 8     | 21450           |                 |
7            | 2 – 9     | 20900           |                 |

MADE IN AUSTRALIA IN
PURCHASER’S CONTRACT NO
PURCHASER’S NO
ABB SERIAL NO

R5 FROM HOLE CNTR
89.0 HOLE CNTR

ABB Australia Pty Limited
PLRAT, 1000HB, DYN11, 7POSN

1LAR008954 A

ABB

DATE 10/02/11
DRAWN FJ
CHK SAH
SCALE 1:1
APRV FJ

FINISH = SATIN, LASER ENGRAVED

MASS = 0.12 KG

FINISH = SATIN, LASER ENGRAVED